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Now many people have forgotten the Promise of the Ancient Pagan religions. It's 
only the brave that live forever and keep existing. Now that's a very simple 
statement to carry in it a deeper, metaphysical Truth.  
 
Most people in the world now, cower and cuck when it is for them to believe 
things as we do, accept Truths as we do, let alone fight and criticize as we do. 
These people are sheltered, enslaved souls. 
 
An enslaved soul, that is distant from Truth and Life, lives in no advancement, 
and no adventure. The spirit of life is simply not present. Many people always say 
that they are 'dead' and feeling dead, and that is the situation with heightened 
depression. They live a totally safe and sheltered life, away from straining their 
mind in the slightest, and away from challenge, 'fight' and advancement.  
 
The soul is therefore stagnant, and depressed. In extreme cases, their parasitic 
beliefs totally rob them altogether of what has remained of their 'soul'.  
 
Only the brave make it into "Valhalla" or Soul immortality. When one strives, 
fights, and lives their existence to advance, the soul is filled with vitality, vigor and 
life. Therefore, it attains life. When one lives as cattle and a slave, one is 
confined by a chain all their life, and their spirit is in atrophy.  
 
Fighting doesn't necessarily have to be sword and bloodshed. But heroic acts. 
After all what are heroic acts, but things that heroes do, and what are heroes? 
People that have advanced a lot in some areas and they do things that many 
people are 'afraid' to do. Many people are afraid to learn, to advance, to 
meditate, to study, to inform themselves, what have you.  
 
It's better to live one's life in the adventure of advancement, even with its pitfalls, 
battles, and the disappointment of the heights (when one sees how society may 
have sunk, for example) but at the same time this brings joy too, which many do 
not seem to focus on.  
 
The sheltered animals are spitefully attacked as this is simply NOT the nature of 
humans, to live enslaved under jews, never be spiritual, and simply be cattle all 
their life. Humanity is NOT made for cattle, and those who follow the life of the 
total cattle, will be crowned with depression and dissipation.  

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724024550/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic19205.html#p98048


The enemy always says they will kill you, give you punishments, or destroy you 
unless you comply, or persecute you. But people are already dead who are 
under their grip. They are just temporarily existing.  
 
Many people say stuff like that they don't do anything because for their 
'wellbeing' or because of their 'life'. They are trying to protect something which 
isn't even existing. There is essentially nothing further to lose than what is 
already lost, which for them is everything basically. It's not battle that kills them, 
but their denial to do anything about these things. This is the most certain death 
of all.  
 
However their compliance is what will most DEFINITELY kill them in the deepest 
level. Many people out there deny the spiritual understanding, and the facts, and 
they think that their soul doesn't remember, or doesn't know. All the life is lived in 
running from their own self, their selfknowledge, and the 'fear' they falsely believe 
it brings to self-discover.  
 
The more this process is delayed and scorned upon, the more impossible it 
becomes, and the gravest one's situation. This has manifested in the planet, 
which these idiotic lifeforms are killing right now, aside with their slave masters. 
Imagine: A whole planet is dying because of jewish and 'goyim' vanity. That's 
insane.  
 
Fight doesn't have to be killing, but the consistent fight to self-overcome and 
become better. Peace is not achieved by one bowing down and cucking, it's 
achieved as a crown to people who become masters of their own self and learn 
to control their inner world. Only power leads to peace, the rest is crap.  
 
Also, power does breed LESS problems than weakness. The weaker the person 
and their character, the more prone one is to corrupted behavior, hateful of other 
people, and is a biohazard to civilization. One person feels weak in themselves, 
they project this, they put others down, for example. One person feels weak or 
afraid about their future, they become criminals.  
 
People are destroying the planet because they are weak: too weak to co-operate, 
too weak to face their position in life, too weak to make anything better, too weak 
to understand, too weak to organize, the list goes on.  
 
The only Promise of Pagan religions is that those who live bravely, they will live. 
Those who do not, they will die. This is a metaphysical truth that everyone in their 
own standards has to face, and help themselves grow, not and for all eternity. 
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